CodeMeasure™ Fact Sheet
OVERVIEW
The increasing complexity of software and the continuing pressure on time to market drives the need for better
software development metrics. CodeMeasure™ from SAFE Corporation is an easy to use, fast, and accurate tool to
measure software evolution.
CodeMeasure calculates development progress across versions, showing the code growth percentage, the percentage of
original code in your new code, and the percentage of original code remaining. CodeMeasure provides quantitative
reference points on past development that will help improve predictions of future development.

CONSISTENT and ACCURATE RESULTS
CodeMeasure uses an advanced comparison algorithm that was developed by SAFE Corporation for forensic analysis of
software. The technology is able to detect matches even when code is moved, unlike other code comparison tools that
typically double count moved code as deleted lines and added lines. This makes CodeMeasure the tool of choice for
tracking software evolution where accuracy and consistency are critical. Figure 1 below shows charts of CodeMeasure
results using the “First Version” option (compares all later versions with the first version) and the “Previous Version”
option (compares current version with the previous version).

Figure 1. Charts of CodeMeasure results plotted for analysis of 5 versions of Apache server

LANGUAGE INDEPENDENT
CodeMeasure’s advanced algorithm allows comparison of any line‐based, text files and can identify the lines that were
modified, added, or deleted without positional or language dependence. This means you can measure changes on any
scripts, program source, SQL, etc., so one tool can be used to measure all your language development projects. In Figure
2 below you can see an example that analyzes the Ptolemy II project which was written in Java providing the same
metrics as above on the Apache server project written in C++.
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Figure 2. Chart of CodeMeasure results for HTML documentation for 5 versions of Apache server

EASY TO USE
CodeMeasure supports comparison of one or more versions of code with a simple, intuitive user interface shown in
Figure 3. You list the top level directory for each version of code you want to compare and the tool will even traverse all
the subdirectories to find all the files that match the types that you specify.

Figure 3. CodeMeasure user interface setup to analyze 6 versions of Linux
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The output of the analysis is sent to a text file in comma separated format for easy manipulation and charting in your
favorite spreadsheet tool as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Sample output spreadsheet of CodeMeasure evolution analysis of 5 versions of Apache Server

SUMMARY
CodeMeasure provides developers and managers with an easy approach to measure code evolution over time and
correlate the amount of code changed to the effort required for development. CodeMeasure delivers consistent and
accurate results regardless of language in a simple and easy to use package. CodeMeasure will give you the data you
need to add credibility to your development schedule plans and give you an easy way to measure development progress
once your project is underway.
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